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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to complete T. Akahori's construction of the
semi-universal family of strongly pseudo-convex (s.p.c. for abbreviation) domains
of dimcX>4 (cf. [1], [2]), in the general deformation theoretic context. In [6],
J. Bingener and S. Kosarew considered deformations of s.p.c. complex spaces, and
they proved the existence of the semi-universal family for deformations as germs
along a compact subspace with a certain property (in the case of a non-singular
complex space, along the exceptional subset) and conjectured the exstence of a
formally semi-universal convergent family for deformations as whole complex
spaces. In this paper, we will consider deformations of s.p.c. manifolds and will
show that the Akahori's canonical family of complex structures on a compact level
subset of a strictly pluri-subharmonic exhaustion function (cf. [1], [2]) induces both
the semi-universal family and the formally semi-universal converent family as above,
if dimcX>4.
The key step is to construct the semi-universal family for deformations as
germs along a compact level subset from the Akahori's canonical family of complex
structures. Though the correspondence between families of complex structures
and of complex manifolds is not direct, it is rather simple if we restrict ourselves
in the classical deformation theory. Let r be a strictly pluri-subharmonic exhaustion
function on a s.p.c. complex manifold X with dimcX>4. We denote Ωε
= {xeX\r(x)<ε} and suppose #=n α<ε Ω ε for some inf x r<α<sup x r. Consider
a fibred groupoid/? :FK-^^ (the category of germs of complex spaces) of deformations
of X as germs along K and its restriction over ^red (the category of germs of
reduced complex spaces) /? red : (Fκ\ed -> ^red. In [1] and [2], Akahori constructed
a family of complex, structures over each Ωε (α < ε) which is effective and complete
in the sense that any family of deformations of a neighbourhood of Ωε is induced
from that family of complex structures over Ωε (what is called "versal in the sence
of Kuranishi" ih [1]). This implies that, for each ε>α, there exists a family %ε ->• TE
Partially supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (No. 05640124), the Ministry of Education
and Culture of Japan.
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in Fκ which is effective, complete in the sense that any family of deformations of
a neighbourhood of Ωε is induced from $"ε -> Tε in (Fκ)red, and moreover, by the
same argument of [16, §2], is formally versal in Fκ. Hence the families &E -> TE
are all isomorphic to each other in (Fκ)red and induce an effective family in
(Fκ\ed. The completeness of that effective family in (Fκ)red immediately follows
from the above completeness of each &ε -> Tε. In order to argue in the general
deformation theoretic context, we need to remove the restriction on (Fκ)red and
consider the versality (i.e. having the lifting property) instead of the completeness. We
can generalize compleness in the Akahori's result to having the lifting property by
modifying the argument of [3, §3] (cf. Proposition 5.2). The main technical
improvement is the adaptation of the division theorem by a submodule (cf. [14], [5])
instead of the small trick used in [3, Proposition 3.1]. The generalization from
(Fκ)τed to Fκ is done by the following criterion for versality which is an easy
consequence of an argument in [7, pp.415-416]: Let p:F-*<% be a fibred groupoid
satisfying the Schlessinger's conditions (SΓ) and (S2), and wεF a formally versal
element. Then, w is versal if and only if w has the lifting property for any extension
S —* Sf = Sίed. (In our case, (S2) is due to the coherency theorem for direct images
under 1-convex maps (cf. [18]).) Hence we have
Theorem 1.

There exists a semi-universal family in Fκ.

If we set K=the exceptional subset, Theorem 1 asserts the J. Bingener-S.
Kosarew's existence theorem in the case of deformations of s.p.c. manifolds of
ά\mcX>4.
It is a simple matter to obtain a formally semi-universal convergent family
in Fx from Theorem 1. Fix εi <ε 2 < ••• -> supxr such that rfr^O on X\&ει. Since
^εi^Tε. and arβί +1 -* Tε.+ l are isomorphic to each other in F&E , we have a
family X -» T in Fx by patching all 3£εi -> Tει together. From the versality of each
5Γε< -> Tεί and the Schlessinger's formal existence theorem (cf. [17]), we infer that
3£ -> Γhas the property conjectured in [6, Bemarkungen (5.10)]. Hence we have
Theorem 2. There exists a formally semi-universal convergent family in Fx
which is a versal element in Fκfor any strongly pseudo-convex compact subset^ K in X.
The argument of this paper has a further generality. Let (V,o) be an isolated
singularity with dimc(F,0)>4 and r a strictly pluri-subharmonic exhaustion function
on V which is C°° and dr^O on V\o. We denote Ωδίε = {xeV\o\δ<r(x)<ε}
(inf x r<δ<ε<sup x r) and let K=r^δ<Λ β<εΩ^ ε for some fixed inf x r<oc<β<sup x r. If
1) A compact subset in a s.p.c. manifold X is called a strongly pseudo-conex compact subset if it is
the inverse image of a Stein compact subset in the Remmert quotient of X.

KURANISHI FAMILY OF S.P.C. DOMAINS
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we consider the fibred groupoid Fκ of deformations of the regular part along AT,
T. Akahori's construction is still workding on Ω^ ε and the argument of this paper
works without any change. If moreover depth(F,0)>3, (S2) is satisfied due to the
coherency theorem for direct images in the case of a (1. Incomplete map (cf. [12,
Proposition 4.4] combined with [13]). Hence we have
Theorem 3. If dimc(K,0)>4 and depth(F,0)>3 then there exists a formally
semi-universal convergent family of deformations of V\o which is semi-universal in Fκ.
In particular, if α = /?, then we have the versality of the formally semi-universal
convergent family of deformations of V\o near a compact real hyper-surface, which
was obtained in [16, Theorem 1].
The arrangement of this paper is as follows. In §1, we will obtain the above
criterion for versality. In §§2 and 3, we summarize the property of the Akahori's
canonical family of complex structures and the division theorem by a submodule,
in the form needed in the argument of §§4 and 5. In §§4 and 5, we will prove
Theorem 1. Though the argument is a modification of [3, §3] by means of the
division theorem by a submodule, we will describe it explicitly because we need
extra care other than in [3, § 3], in order for the formal solution to be convergent. We
will prove Theorem 2 in §6.
1.

A criterion for versality

Let ^ be the category of all germs of complex spaces. A fibred groupoid
over ^ is a category F with a covariant functor p:F'-+<#, such that the following
holds:
(1.1)

(Existence of basechange) For any morphism φ:S-+Sf
with p(a') = S' there exists a lifting a -> a' of φ to F.

and any aΈF

S' -» S"
(1.2) (Uniqueness) Let f /
be a commutative diagram in <g, then any partial

S
a' -> a"
lifting to F of solid arrows ΐ 7

can be completed by a unique dotted

a
arrow.
We will denote by F(S) (S e V) a subcategory of F with Obj F(S) := (a e F\p(a) = S}
and HomF(S)(a\aff):={(a'^af')GHomF(a\aff)\p(af^arf)
= ids}. For aeF(S), we
denote by Fa the category consisting of all morphisms a -> a' and HomFa(a'9a")

1038
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a' -> a"
f

:= {(a -* a"} e HomF(0',α") satisfying the commutative diagram j /*

}, and denote

α
by Ffl the set of all isomorphism classes.
Now we recall the Shlessinger's conditions.

S"
(51)

Let

be a diagram in <β such that α is an infinitesimal extension

S A 5'
Λ*

(i.e. 0S' -* $s is surjective with nilpotent kernel) and Sτed -> 5" is a closed
embedding. Then for any aeF(S), the canonical map Fa(S'ILsS")->
Fa(Sf) x Fa(S") is surjective.
(SI') In the above situation, the canonical map Fa(S']l SS") -+ Fa(Sf) x Fa(S") is an
equivalence of categories.
(52) Let Jt be a coherent ίPSred-module. Then Fa(S\Jt^ is a finitely generated

EXAMPLE.

Let X be a complex manifold and K a compact subset of X.

We

consider deformations of X as germs along K.

Precisely, Fκ = \im
F where
-* ι/=κ υ
C/ is an open domain in X and Fv denotes the fibred groupoid of deformations
of U. Clearly Fκ is a fibred groupoid over ^ and satisfies (SΓ) because each Fυ
does. If a e FK(S) is represented by π : X -+ S and ^ is a coherent $Sred-module,

Let p-.F^Ή be a fibred groupoid over ^ and we/^Γ).

We say that w has
w

the lifting property for an extension S -> S" in ^ if any diagram f ^ ,

of solid

α ->> α'
arrows with p(a -> a') = S -+ S' is completed by a dotted arrow.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let w e F.
(1) w is versal if w has the lifting property for any extension S -> S' in ^.
(2) w is formally versal if w has the lifting property for any extension S -> S' in <^0
where ^0 denotes the subcategory of ^ consisting of all artinian complex spaces.
DEFINITION 1.2. Let weF.
morphisms α, β:a^>w in F.

w is effective if φ(α)0 = φ(/?)0 holds for any two

KURANISHI FAMILY OF S.P.C. DOMAINS
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DEFINITION 1.3. Let weF. w is semi-universal (resp. formally semi-universal)
if w is versal (resp. formally versal) and effective.
In this section, we will obtain the following criterion for a formally versal
element to be versal.
Theorem 1.1. Let p:F-+<£ be a fibred groupoid satisfying (SΓ) and (S2), and
weF a formally versal element. Then w is versal if and only if w has the lifting
property for any extension S -> S" with S' = S'red.
The following is the key proposition.
Proposition 1.2. Suppose that a fibred groupoid p: F-> <$ satisfies (SI) and
(S2). Let weF be a formally versal element, then w has the lifting property for
any infinitesimal extension S -> S' in <£.
A proof using [8, Satz 3.2] is found in [7, pp.415-416].
Proof of Theorem 1.1.
w
T
diagram |
over |

We will prove if-part. (Only if-part is trivial.) Let a
be given.

We may assume that the morphism

a -> a'
S -> S'
S -» T is an embedding.
Let SO := Sn £Γ'ed> a0:=ax SS0 and a'τcd := a' x S'S'red. Then we have a diagram
w
T
I
over ΐ
By the assumption, we have a lifting a'red -» w over
#0 -» βίed

SO -> ^r'ed

Sr'ed "* ^ Hence we have a morphism 5ΠSo5r'ed -^Γ such that φ*wx S Π s S,ed5=α
and </> *vv x SIIs s;edS'r'ed = a'rcd. Since (S 1') holds for F9 we have φ *w = a\ in
f
Fα(SΊlSo5;ed) where a\ :=a xs>(SESΌS^d) (note that S0-+S is an infinitesimal
embedding). Since SΉSoS'r'ed-> S' is an infinitesimal embedding, by Proposition
w
T
1.2, the diagram of solid arrows | \
a\ -+a'
by dotted arrows.
2. Deformations
Kuranishi family

over

can
ΐ ^Nv
be completed
5ΠSoS;ed -+ S'
Q.E.D.

along a s.p.c. compact level subset-construction of the

Let JIT be a s.p.c. complex manifold with d\mcX>4 and with an exhaustion
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function r which is strictly plurisubharmonic of C°°-class and dr^Q outside a
compact subset K. We will denote Ωε = {xeX\r(x)<ε} and suppose K=na<εΩε
for a fixed inf x r < α < sup^r. We will consider the fibred groupoid p:FK^^ given
by Obj(FK) = {si smooth morphism π:3f -+ S as a germ along K}, HomFκ(0, a'):={ a
Φ -> °ί'
tλj

pair of morphisms σ\T-*T and <!>:#*-»$*' such that j

τ

tλj

j is commutative

Γ -> r
and 5f = aΓ'x r Γ} and p(π:^^S) = S. Then Fx satisfies (SI') and (S2) by the
coherency theorem for direct images in the case of 1 -convex maps (cf. §1, Example
and [18, Main Theorem]).
We recall the property of the canonical family of deformations of complex
structures on Ωε in [1]. Fix an ε>α and let r := dimc//|(Ωε, T X). Let || ||J o f c ) be
the norm introduced in [1, §4] and denote by j/J « the completion of A°'q(Uε,T'X)
with respect to || ||J O Λ ) . In [1], we obtained a powerseries φ(t)effί[f_ti9
,tr']']
satisfying
(2.1)

(/>(0) = 0= and φ(t) ej/J 1 {*!,•-,*,} for all k >n 4-2,

(2.2)

if we denote by φ^t) the linear term of φ(t\ then J01(/) = 0 and φ^(f) spans

(2.3)

φ(t) is real-analytic on a neighbourhood of Ω £ A xZ>, where 6^:=^ and D
is a neighbourhood of the origin of Cr,

(2.4)

Sφ(t)-^φ(t\φ(f)\ e^Tc^\}{t\'",tr} for all k>n + 2, where 3Γε denotes the
defining ideal of the analytic subspace Tε:=h~1(0) of D by denoting
h(i):=H[_φ(t\φ(f)\
and j/ftj, denotes the completion of Λ^Ω^rJIO by
the tangential Sobolev (0,k)-norm.

Here ^ denotes a subspace of A°'l(Uε,T'X) induced in [1]. We will need the
property ||(/>/||(o,fc)<^||0||; 0 ,Λ)ll/llίo,k) for φe£l and/eΓ(Ω ε ,l) where ck is a constant
independent of φ and /
By an ideal theoretic improvement of the argument of [15, Ch.7], from (2.3)
1
and (2.4), we have a smooth morphism π ε :^ ε -> Tε such that πε~ (0) = ΩEA. By the
same argument as [16, §2], we have
Proposition 2.1.

π ε :^ ε -> Tε is formally semi-universal in Fκ.

3. The division theorem by a submodule
In this section, we recall a division theorem with estimate which will be a
basic tool in the argument of §§4 and 5.
(I)

Pseudo-norm.

q
v
Let Σ y v s be the Taylor series expansion of M(s)= Π

KURANISHI FAMILY OF S.P.C. DOMAINS
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sγ). Let Kbe a Banach space with a norm | \κ. For p = (ρl9
,pq)G(R$)q
and/(,y)e#[[>]] :=JP[[Jι, ,jJ], we define a pseudo-norm llΛ^)ll/=sup v {|/J κ />Vyv}
and a pseudo-norm on K[_[_sJ]m by ||(/(1)(5)^ s/(m)(j))||p:=max1^κ^m{||/(κ)(Is)||p}.
Refer to [10] for the properties of the pseudo-norm || \\p.
(II) Division Theorem. We introduce a total ordering in Nq x {1, - ,w}. For
(v,ή = (v1, ,v m ;i) and (μ,j) = (μι, ,μm\j) in W x {l, ,w}, we set (v,/)>(μj) if
|v|>|μ|, if |v| = |μ| and />/, or if |v| = |μ|, ι=y and v<μ with respect to the
lexicographical ordering in Nq. A subset E of Nqx {l, ,w} is called a monoideal
if E+Nq = E holds. (v,/)e £ is an extremal point if (v,/)<£ u(v>0^J)e£(μj) + yV*. In
a monoideal, there exist at most a finite number of extremal points (cf. [14, Lemma
(1.1.8)]). Let {(μkJk)}ι<k<P ^e the set of all extremal points of a monoideal
E. Then we have a partition of /V« x {l, ,ra};Δfc:=((μkjk) + N*)\(υk,<kΔk.)
(\<k<p) and Δ:=C/V« x {l, ,w})\£.
Let JΓ be a Banach C-space (resp. C-vector space) and denote by K{s] (resp.
ΛΓ[[^]]) the convergent powerseries ring (resp. the formal powerseries ring) in
s:=(si9 9sj with coefficients in K. feK\_[s]]m is expressed as /=(Σv/(1)χ, ,
Σv/(m)vΛ v). /is called to be reduced with respect to Δ if/ ( I ) v = 0 for (v,/)#Δ. For
/eΛTM]w, we denote exp(/) = inf{(v,OI/(ί),v^O}.
Now let M c: C{5 }m be a submodule, then /s^) := (exp(/) |/e ^} is a
mono-ideal of Nqx {!,-••,m}. Let {(μfc,Λ)}ι<fc< p be the set of all extremal poits
of £(^) and (Δ^ ^Δ^Δ) the associated partition of Nqx {!,-••,w}. The division
theorem by a submodule Jί is as follows.
Theorem 3.1. ([14, Theorem (1.2.2)], [5,Theorem 6.2]) There exists a system
of generators /V /p of Jί having the following property: Let K be an arbitrary
C-vector space.
k

(1) exp(f ) = (μk,jk)(l<k<p).
(2) /eΛΓ[[s]]m is expressed uniquely as

/=£**/*+*
fc=l

where gfc = Σ(VJk)eΔk(gfc)y-μk6 AIM] (1 <A:<p), Λ e JC[[j]]m andh is reduced with
respect to Δ.
(3) // K is a Banach C-space and f is in K{s}m then gkeK{s} (l<k<p) and
hεK{s}m.
(4) For any ae(R$)q9 αe(/?ί)^u{(0, ,0)} if m = l, there exists an open set of
poly-radious Vβ,c = {p = (η^δ\' rf+δ*}e(R*+)q\(δ^ j^\β, 0<η<C (δi9 ,
δq)} such that
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a

\\gk\\p<2mp-»*- \\f\\p(k=l

,p) and

\\h\\p<2mp-"\\f\\p hold for all peΛ, f C
hold where \β = {(δl9-9δ^e(Riγ\0<δ1 <δ2βt< ••• <δnβn_i <βn} for some 0
</?!<••• <βn and C:Λ0 ->/?ί is a continuous function.
REMARK 3.1. Though the above (4) is obtained with respect to another norm
in [14], we can obtain this estimate also by a similar argument.
From now on, we denote by red^/the h in Theorem 3.1(2).
Let 3 c C{s} be an ideal and {λi9 ~9λm} the set of all extremal points of
£(3). Then, by Theorem 3.1, we have a unique system of generators {ω1? •••,&),„}
of an ideal 3 such that ωκ=sλκ + aκ with ακ reduced with respect to Δ and
exp(ακ) > λκ. We call such a system of generators of 3 the IVeierstraR family of 3
Now we consider 3, 3' ideals of C{s}. Let {ωl5 ,ωm} be the WeierstraB
family of 3 Let χ:C{,s}m->3 be a homomorphism defined by χ(g(i), •••>£(,«))
= Σ^=1g(κ)ωκ. Set ^:=χ~1(3n3') For an Y Banach C-space K we define a
homomorphism χ : JSΓ{j}m -» 3*W by the same way. From Theorem 3.1, by the
Hahn-Banach extension theorem, we infer
Lemma 3.2.
(1) χfeu), -,£(«)) e 3'^{^} «/ ««rf onfy i/ fe(1), - - ,g(m)) e ^JΓ{^}.
(2) χfe(1), ,g(m)) e (3' + m^3)^{^} i/ and only if fe(1), .,g(m) e
where m denotes the maximal ideal of C{s}.
Then we define a homomorphism g:3^M -»^{,s}m by β(/):=(g(i), •••,£(„,)) for
/=Σ^=1g(κ)ωκ.
Let μκ:=exp(ωκ) (κ;=l,

,m).

By Theorem 3.1 (4), We have

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that a, pe(R^)q satisfy Theorem 3.1 (4), then we have
(1)
(2)
(3)

Lemma 3.4. Suppose that \μκ\ = n0 (κ=l, 9m). Let K:={p = (ι/ 1+aι , ,
η * ) I (δ j , , δq) e Λ, 0 < f/ < 1 } 6e α ^e/ o/ poly-radious with Λ α« ope/i set
of (R*)q. For any ae(R*)q with max 1 < κ < m <μ κ ,α> ^0, there exists an ε:=(εl9
•• ,fi β )e(ΛΪ) β
+δq

KURANISHI FAMILY OF S.P.C. DOMAINS
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-<p — a
holds for peV defined by (δi9

,δJeA with Q<δj<Zj (/=!,• •-,?).

Proof. Let a'=(al9 -,aq) and suppose
C/=l,-,?). Then (maXi^i-P"*) / (min
(min 1 < κ < m f; Mo+< ^ > ). Since <μκ,δx(Σϊ=lak) <μκ,a> /(ma X l < κ < m <μκ,a>),
we have (max 1 < κ < m p^)/(min 1 < κ < m p^)<f/-^=^<^-^=^- < ^ > =p~a.
Q.E.D.
4. Deformations along a s.p.c. compact level subset -an infinitesimal lifting
In this section, we will get a canonical way constructing a lifting along the
infinitesimal extension 5u5^_ t -> SvS'μ, where 5 is a subspace of 5' and S'μ
denotes μ-th infinitesimal neighbourhood of oeS'.
Let φ(t) := φε(t) (t e Tε) be the family of complex structures on Ωε obtained in
§2. Let tu:^->S" be a smooth morphism with Ωεdτu~l(0) given by a locally
finite system of local charts {^, (wi9s):=(wl9 ,w1l9sί9 "9sq)}i€l with transition
functions rif = R*j(wps) (α =!,•••,«) on ^n^ . Let C/f^^ntu' 1 ^), z^w^.
(α = l, ••-,«). If f = {i|t/inn e ^0} then ίtr<+oo. In §§4 and 5, we choose
{Ui9zi:=(zl, ",z")}i€Γ as a system of local charts of a neighbourhood of Ωε.
Suppose that S and 5" are analytic subspaces of (7 defined by ideals 3 and
3' with 3'c 3 respectively. We may assume that K^j{wj9s) is represented by a
holomorphic function K*j{wps) over (W{r\W^xD satisfying
We will consider a holomorphic map τ:SuS'μ-+Tε and a map g:Ω ε x
(SvS'μ) ->> ^ which is holomorphic with respect to the family of compelx structures
φ(τ(s)) (seSvS'μ). They are represented by w?=gf(zί,j) with g
(α =1, ••-,«) and ίσ = τσ(j) with τ^eC^} (σ=l, ,r) with satisfying
(4.1)

«f(zi,0) = zf (α= !,-,«) and τff(0) = 0 (σ = l,-,r),

(4.2)μ
(4.3)μ
where (S-φ(τ(s)M(s):=

~-

/j = l\(7Zf

Λ=l

Ψ K Φ ) ) < β f (α= I.
C'Zj /

(4.4)μ Ap(φ))e(3' + m^+13) (p = l,-Λ where A^

.Λ),

ΛW are generators of

where we denote by Γfc(£/nΩε, K) (resp. Γ;((7nΩε, F)) the completion of Γ(£/nΩε, K)
with respect to || ||(0tk) (resp. || ||'(0>k)).
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Proposition 4.1. Let ^eΓ^nίX, !){,?} (α = !,-••,«) ^ τσ(s) e Cfa} (σ=l,
• ,r) satisfying (4. 1), (4.2) _ j ~ (4.4) _ i are given. Then, for μ > — 1, /Aere w 0 canonical
way lifting gj" -'>•(*)6 Γtf I/, nΩ.,l){ί} (a=l,-,«) anJ τ^-^(s)eC{s} (σ=\, ,r)
satisfying (4.2)μ_1~(4.4)μ_1 and

to gj^eΓKl^nfl..^} (a= !,-••,«) anrf τ(μ)(T(j) e C{j} (σ=l, ,r) satisfying
(4.2)μ~(4.4)μ
(4.1); ^^ί)τ^s) - τ<μ-1)σ(ί) e m"3 (σ = 1, ,r).
Proof. Let ω^s), ,ωm(s) be the WeierstraB family of 3 and χ : K{s}m
and β:3*"{J} ^AΓ{5}m be the homomorphisms defined in §3 using this Weietstraβ
family. We fix the following decompositions by means of (4.2) _ t and (4.3) _ t
respectively

where ά^eSΓUί/^^πα.!)^}, δ^eyΓ^n t^nfl^
In the followings, we fix a partition of unity {pj subordinate to {{/,}.
The first task is to construct g'fiμ(s) (α =!,-••,«) such that
(4.5) f?'-1^)+gίΓM(i)-Afyfey-1)(j)+«'Λμ(ί),*) e (3' + m" +1 3)^(^0 [7,0^,1)^}
(α=l, ••-,«) holds.
In the following argument, we identify {#;fμ(s)}β =!,...,„ with g;f» = Σ;=1g;fμ(^.
Let (σ^j^i^X jσ^j^)) (α =!,-••,«) be homogeneous polynomials of s of order
μ such that

modm μ + 1
holds, and denote

If we solve
(4.6)

KURANISHI FAMILY OF S.P.C. DOMAINS
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then gj|μ is given by

From the following sublemma, we infer that

gives a solution of (4.6)
Sublemma 4.2. δ{(σ(1)y|μ(4 .^σ(mW,^))} =(0, ,0).
Proof. Since (4.2)μ_t implies ^{χ(σ(1)ίj|μ(4. .,σ(m)ίj|»)}=0 mod3' + m"+13, it
follows Lemma 3.2.
Q.E.D.
Next task is to construct homogeneous polynomials of s of degree μ,
and τu(s)eCr^ satisfying
(4.7)

^(j)-φιτμ(j)=-(J-fl^

where ^(j) denotes Σ;=1f^0)τ».
Before proceeding the second task, we remark the following formula: Let
φeA° l(U9T'X)9 geC°°(U) and θ:=(ff-φ)g, then
(4.8) Jθ= -(^0-i[0,Φ]k + ^ Λ Θ holds, where U denotes an open set of Ωε.
This formula follows by a standard calculation.
Sublemma 4.3. hp(^"l\s)) = 0
Proof. Since (4.5) implies that ^ — (^-^(τ^-1^)))^'1^)^^!^)) is a
Γ^r-valued global (0,l)-from modulo 3'4 mμ+13, this follws from the formula (4.8)
and the definition of h(t).
Q.E.D.
Let (ξ(i)i\μ(s),' 9ξ*m)i\μ(s)) (α = 1, ••-,«) be homogeneous polynomials of s of order
μ such that
«?Dφ,to s %)i|^» = red^ o Q((δ- φ(τ^ ~ »(s)Wtf
modm μ + 1
holds, and denote

α=l

as in the first task.

If we solve
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%?1)μ(s),

,g;'m)μ(s)) - (</>ιτ(1)μ(4 - - , φ !τ(m)μ(j)) = - (£(1)μ(4

, ξ(m)β(s))9

then gμ(,y) and τμ(s) are given by

Sublemma 4.4.
(1)

<H(W*)>'^W*))H(°>-

Proof. Applying J-φίτ'"-1^)) to (4.5), we have
(2) Applying the formula (4.8) to θ(s):=χ(ξ(ί}i\μ(sl'-9ξ(m}i\μ(s)),
1

3.

we have

Sχ(ξ(l)i]μ(s)9

Q-E.D.

Hence, there are uniquely determined homogeneous polynomials (τ(1)μ(j),
•• >τ<m)μ( *)) of j of order μ such that (ξ(i)μ(4 sξ(m)μ(^))-(0ιτ(i)μ(4 sΦιτ(m)μ(j)) is
J-exact where we denote by ^(κ)μ(ί) (κ; = l, ,m) the revalued global (0,l)-form
defined by {ζ(K)i\μ(s)}
Therefore if we set

where Λ^ denotes the standard Neumann operator (cf. [9]), then fe(Ί)μ(j), ,g{'m)μ(^))
and (τ(1)μ(j), ,τ(m)μ(j)) are solutions of (4.9). Thus we get gjμ)%s) (α = l, ,/ι) and

τ^(j) := τ<«- 1)ff(^) + τ» (σ = 1, - ,r).
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1.
5. Deformations along a s.p.c. compact level subset - proof of versality
Let πε:&ε-+Tε be the family in §2. We denote by wε the object in Fκ
corresponding to it. Then the main result of this section is the following theorem
implying Theorem 1.
Theorem 5.1. wε has the lifting property for any extension S -> S" = *Sr'ed.
At first, we prove the following.
Proposition 5.2. Let w.®/ -* S' be a smooth map with Ωε cz w~ ^0) and k a
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positive integer. Suppose that there exist a holomorphic map τ(0) : 5" ID S -* T and
a map g(0):ΩεxS ->& represented by τ(0)σ(s) e C{s} (σ=l,-»,r) and g\0)*(s)e
Γi(C/fnΩε,l){^} (α=l, ••-,/!) respectively, with respect to a system of local charts
{^h(whs)} of Φ as in §4, satisfying the following
(5 l)o gi°)β(zί,0) = zf (α=l,.-, Λ ).
(5.2)0

gί^-^^H^eSsΓ^^nt/ nΩ.,!)^} (α = !,-,*).

(5.3)0

(J-</>ε(τ<°>(*^^

(5.4)0

hp(τ(0\s)) € 3S (p = 1, •-,/), wλere Λ ΛO,

(«=!,•• Vi).
, A,(0 are generators of 3Γε.

f Aere exisf liftings τ:S' -+T and g : Ωε x 5" -> ^ represented by
τσ(s) e C{^} (σ = 1, ,r) andg*(s) e Γ'k(Ui n Ωε, l){j} (a = 1, ,«) respectively, satisfying
(5.1);, g^-g^ωeSsΠί^n^nΩ,,!)^} (a=l,.-,ιιλ

(5.2), ίK^-Aίjfe/^eSs'ΓM^nl/ nΩ.,!)^} (a=l,-.,/ι),
(5.3), (ff-WΦίMjίea^Γ^^nΩ^ίrjf)*)^} (a=l,-Mi),
(5.4), Ap(φ)) 6 3 S '(P = !,-,/).
Proof. Throughout the proof, we will denote φ := φε. First set 3 = 3s, 3' = 3s'»
g*(s):=g^*(s) and τ*(,s):=τ^(4
Let «0 be a positive integer such that all extremal points of /s(m"°n3s) are
of total degree n0. Then by repeating the infinitesimal lifting in Proposition 4.1 we
have g^+^eΓ^nΩ,,!)^} (α=l, ••-,«) and τ(n°+i)σ(s)eC{s} (σ=l, - ,r) satisfying (4.1 );'o+1 and(4.2) no+1 ^(4.4) no+1 .
Next, set 3 = mM°n3s, 3' = 3s- Remark that if (ω^ .ωjs)) be the
WeierstraB family of 3 then |exp(ωfc(^))| = «0 (κ:=l, ,m).
Set gfo):=gf +l»(s) (α=l,-,/ι) and τ^):=τ(Wo+1)^) (σ=l, ,r), then they
satisfy (4.1) and (4.2)^(4.4)!.
Again, starting with gl1}Λ(s):=gf(s)
and τ(1)%s):=τ%y) and by repeating
the infinitesimal lifting of Proposition 4.1, we have a sequences {^μ)α(^)}ι<α<M and
{τ(μ)%?)}ι<<,<, satisfying (4.1)J-(4.4)μ for μ>L Remark that g\^(s)=g^s)mod^
μ)
(μ)σ
(j:) - τσ(s)) are reduced with respect
τ(^(s) = ^(s)modZ and βfeί %s) -£?(•?)) and β(τ
to J(.
We will prove the convergence of limμ_^+00^μ)α(j) and limμ^+00τ(μ)σ(4
Lemma 5.3. Let U a c: W CΣ c: Cn be open domains, hεΓb(W9Θ){s} and k a
positive integer. Then, for g(s)eΓk(U,\)n{s} with gα(z,0) = zα (l<α<«), there exist
positive constants ε and Cί ~ C3 such that
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2

Q \\ψ(s)\\ p + C2max.
holds for ψ(s)€Γk(U,\)"{s} with ψ(z,Q) = Q and \\ψ\\p<ε, where Tb(W,Θ) denotes the
Banach space of all bounded holomorphίc functions on W and we consider
s) + ψ(s),s)-h(g(S),S)-e£(z,0)ψ(s)
as an element of Tk(V,\}"{s}.
We can prove Lemma 5.3 along the way of [11, Lemma 2.22].
Lemma 5.4. Let K be a Banach space with its norm \ \κ and
Thenjor ψ) e C7{sl9 - 9sq} with τ(0) = 0, there exist ε > 0, C4 > 0 and C5 > 0 such that

ot
holds for η(s)eCr{sl,

,sq} with η(G) = G and \\η(s)\\p<ε.

Proof is a direct calculation.
The following is well known, where constants c and d are independent of g or ξ :
(5.5)

\\3g\\(0,»<c\\g\\'i0,k)

(5.6)

PΛΓξ |l Jo,*) <rfimU>

fora
for all

In the followings, we fix an a=(al,---,aq)e(R^)q with α t + ••• + α β < l / 8 and
satisfying <exp(ωκ),α> ^0 for some \<κ<m. Let p 0 e(Λ$) 4 be such that
maxjfa,),*;! and \\g^(s)\\po(<x= 1, •••,«) and ||τ<r(ί)||/)(((σ=l,-,r) are all finite. Suppose
that

\\τa(s)\\po<σ0(σ=l,-,r),

^c Q(d?j(s))\\po<σ0

(α= \,

,n),

Since gf(s) = zf mod m and τ σ (5)Ξθmodm, we infer from (3.3) that, for
(R*)< with p<Po,

pe
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(5.7)
\\τσ(s)\\p<(£)σ0(σ=l,

,r),

Since red^°<2(σ£(j))=0 modm 2 and red^°g(ιf;%s))=0 modm 2 , we have
2

(5.8)

\\red^°Q(σ'*j(S))\\p<(£) σ0

(« = l,-,«),

(5.9)

llrcd^oρtfft,))!!,^^ (« = !,...,«).

It is enough to show that the following estimates hold for some pe (R*)q,
σ>0 and for all μ > l :
(5-10),

llfejί W|μ(j) +#?,„(*), •.S&φ.Cs) +*£)(,(J))||, £ σ} (α = 1, ,ιt),

(5.1 !)„

IKτfi^λ-.τJ.^ll^σ (σ=l,. ,r).

Since ^κ)iu(j) = 0 (α= 1, •••,«, κ = l, ,w) and τjc)1(ί) = 0 (σ=l,
(5.10)! and (5.11)! hold for any pe(R$)q and σ>0.

,r, κ = l,

,w),

Proposition 5.5. Suppose that all inequalities in Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 hold
for pe(R$)q with p<p0. If (5.10)v and (5.11)v vv/ί/z 0<σ<w/«{l,ε} hold for
v=l,2, ,μ— 1 (μ>2), ίΛeί! the fallowings holds
(1)

llfeS^W+^ωilp^C^σ. + Cvp^V + Cβp-^σ («=!,-,«, «=!,-,
w),

(2) K^II^Cβ^σ. + CTp-' σ^Cβp-^σ (σ = l,-,r), κ=l,-,m),
where C6 ~ C8 are constants independent of p, μ and σ and ε is the constant in
Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4.
The following lemma implies Proposition 5.5.
Lemma 5.6. Under the assumption of Proposition 5.5,
(1)

IIK<i>|,(5)' •'σθ (m,|»)llp < Q(£)2 °o + Clop-2aσ2 + CllP~ 2a(f) σ,

(2)

llfe;ι)lΊ,,(s),

,«{«Wμ(ί)) lip < C,2(£)2 σβ + C,3p-2"σ2 + Cl4p~ 2a(f) σ,

(3) ll(ξ(1)μ(ί),

, W*))ll,£ C, s(^)2 σβ + Cl6p-2°σ2 + C17p-2«(^) σ,

(4) ll(τ(1)μ(4

,τ(

(5)

llfeα)μ(4-,^
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where C 9 ~C 2 3 are constants independent of p, μ and σ.
Proof. (1) Set ViM,sγ.= hΐj£j& + ^^
β
(
i}β
β
denote ψ j(ή=g f~ (ή-g j(s\ then we have

If we

and Q(φβj(s)) are polynomials of order μ reduced with respect to M. Hence
(ffyχi)|μ(4 stfy(m)|μ( y)) ™ the homogeneous term of degree μ of red^ ° Q(σΛij(s)
+ Φfj\l/j{s)9s)).
Therefore (1) follows from (5.8) and (5.10)v ( l < v < μ - l ) using
Lemmas 5.3 and 3.3.
(2) follows from (1).
(3) Set V(η,s):=φ(ϊ(s) + η)-φ(ϊ(s))-%(Q)η.
If we denote φi(s)=gΓί\s)-gi(s)
(μ 1)
and 5(j) = τ ~ (j)-τ(j), then
( 5 - φ(τ(«- D

-n

and Q(ψi(s)) and β(^(^)) are polynomials of degree μ reduced with respect to
Jί. Hence (ξ(i)μ(.s), ,ξ(m)μ(.s)) is the homogeneous
term of degree μ of1 red^
1

oβtffr) + ^,» - ΦίΦM^) - Ψi^jfeί"- ^) - ^) - ψm^r ^)).

Therefore (3) follows from (5.9) and the inductive assumption (5.10)v and (5.1 l)v
(v<μ— 1), using (5.5) and Lemmas 5.4 and 3.3.
(4) and (5) follow from (3) taking account of (5.6).
Q.E.D.

Let Vβ c be the open set of poly-radious in Theorem 3.1 (4) with respect to a and
y '={p^(ηi +dl9-9ηl +Λ^yptc\0<δj<εJ 0'=!,. ..,?)}, where (εl9 ,εq) has the
property in Lemma 3.4 and satisfies max 7 e ; <l. Choose a peV such that
C 6 (£)<l/3, C 7 p- 2 "(£K<l/3, and C 8 p- 2 f l (^)<l/3 hold. This is possible
because we have ρ~2a(f)<η* IMfa^.
In fact, p2a==η2Σ3=laj + 2<δ,a> <η± holds for
t

Q<dj<Bj (\<j<q) since 0 t H— aq<\/% and max^^l. Let σ = (£)σ0. Then, by
Proposition 5.5, (5.10)μ and (5.1 l)μ hold for μ = l,2,- , since C6(^)2 σ0 < σ / 3,
CΊp-2aσ2 = CΊp-2a(£)σ0σ<σ/l
and Csp ~2a(ffi σ < σ / 3 hold. Thus°we proved
the convergence oϊ g(κ)i(s) = \imμ^ + ^i(s) (κ=l, ,m) and τ(κ)(j) = lim μ _ > + GOτ{g(j)
(κ:=l, ,m). This complets the proof of Proposition 5.2.
Corollary 5.7. Let α<ε'<ε*. Then there exist an isomorphism τ:TE^>TE,
and an embedding g : Ωε x TE -» &ε which is holomorphic with respect to φε>(τ(t))
(t E Tε). In particular, (^ε')red -> (Te.)nd is embedded in (^ε)red -> (Γε)red as an open part.
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Proof. Let S':=Γε,, S:={o}, τ<°>:=0 and g(0):=i:Ωε-^π^(o). Then, by
Proposition 5.2, we have a holomorphic map τ:Γ ε , ->Γε and a Cfc~"-map
g : Ωε x Tε, -* #V satisfying (5.1)^(5.4)^ of Proposition 5.2. On the contrary, since
v*v is formally versal, we have a formal map σ : fe -> fε,. έi(σ ° τ) = /W and
d(τ o σ) = ίW follow from the effectiveness of wε> and </>ε combined with the Dolbeault
isomorphism. Hence, according to [4, Annex, Notel], we have that τ is an
isomorphism. Therefore τ is an isomorphism. The latter half part follows by [19,
Satz 4.2].
Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let w\®J -+S' = Sίed be a smooth map such that
w~ (o) is a neighbourhood of K. Suppose that there exist a holomorphic map
τ0 : S' =5 S -» TE and an isomorphism G0 : ®/\s -» 2£ε x Γε S. Choose an α < ε' < ε^ and
denote the isomorphism τ : Γε -> Γε,, the embedding g : Ωε x Γε -» $Γe and the
isomorphism G : (^)red -» (#V)red> obtained in Corollary 5.7 respectively, where Tt
denotes a neighbourhood of K. Let τ'0:=τ°τσ:S-> TE, and g'0:=G~v °g 0 :Ω ε , x 5
-> ^|S where #0 denotes the embedding Ωε, x S -> 5Γe x Γε 5 induced from g and τ0. By
Proposition 5.2, we have liftings τ':S"->Γ e . and g':Ω ε , x 5" ->^, of τ^ and g'0
respectively, satisfying (5.1)^^(5.4)^ of Proposition 5.2. Since 5' is reduced, by
(5.3)^ and [19, Sats 4.2], we have that g' induces an isomorphism G' : 9Ct, x Tε/ 5" -» <&
in Fκ.
Now we remark that Im τ' ci (7^'^ since S' is reduced. Then Im τ'0 c= (7^)red
and Imτ0<^(TE)τed.
Hence g'0 = G07ΪQG0 where G0 denotes the isomorphism
l

(^ε)redX(r ε ) red 5 r ->(^ ε ')redX(^)red 5 ' induced from G, io and τ;.
Since g\nE,*s=g'0, we have that G\XE, x Tε,5 = G~ x o G0 ideal theoretically, by [20,
Korollar 2.4 (for ^1 = 5', B = φ)~].
Therefore if we set ? := τ~1 o ?' : 5' -> (Γε)red and G := G' o Gs, : (^;)red x (Γc)red S' ->
^, where GS' denotes the isomorphism (^)red x (rε)red $' ~* (^ε')red x (rε>>reds induced
from G, τ and τ r , (G,τ) is a lifting of (G0,τ0) in Fκ.
Q.E.D.
6.

Deformations of s.p.c. domains -proof of Theorem 2

Let A" be a s.p.c. manifold with dim c A Γ >4 and with the exceptional set E. Let
p\X-*X be the Remmert quotient and X£) = {9ι, ••-,?*}. Let r:X-+ [-co, -f oo)
be an exhaustion function having the follwing properties:
(6.1)

r is a strictly plurisubharmonic C°° -function on X\E.

(6.2) rfr^O on {xeAΠ -oo <r(x)<cΐ}^j{xeX\c2<r(x)<

+00} for some — oo<c 1

<C2< +00.

(6.3)

^-n_ 0 0 < ε Ω ε .
Proposition 6.1. ΓΛer^ exists a formally semi-universal convergent family
T of deformations of X which is semi-universal in F^Λ for all -co<a<cί or
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c 2 <α< -hoo, where we denote F& _go:=FE and F& '.= ^ε>C2FΩε.

Proof. Choose a strictly increasing sequence C 2 <ε 2 <ε 3 < ••• suςh that
lim^^ε^ + 00. By Theorem 1, there exists a Xi-^Ti (ι = 2,3, ) which is a
semi-universal in FΩε for all c2<£<Bt respectively. Since semi-universal elements
are isomorphic to each other, we may assume that Xi -> T{ is embedded in
ar ί + 1 -> Γ ί + 1 as an open part. Hence if we set Γ:=Γi and X : = ^ j f L 2 X i 9 £-*T
is a family of deformations of whole A" which is semi-universal in FΩε for all
c 2 <ε<oo. Next, fix an — oo <εi<cί. Then, by Theorem 1, we have a family
#Ί -» Tί of deformations of Ωει which is semi-universal in FΩε for all
— oo <ε<εl. Hence, we have a morphism (^ -* Γ) -> (#Ί -> 7\) in FΩε Γ Since
(#"2 -» T2) is formally semi-universal in FΩε for all — oo <ε<C! (cf. [16, §2]), we
have a formal map 7\ -> f and a formal isomorphism $Ί -» # x f 7\ in Fβ t. By
the effectiveness, the above holomorphic maps are all isomorphisms (cf. [4, Annex,
Notel]). Hence $\ -> 7\ is embedded in #" -> Γ as an open part. Therefore we
conclude that % -+ T is also a semi-universal element in F^ε for all — oo<ε<c 1 .
Formally semi-universality of 2K -> J1 follows by comparing 5Γ -> 7" with the
formally semi-universal formal family (cf. [17, Theorem 2.11]).
Q.E.D.
Let Ej:=p~i(qJ) (j= 1,2, ~ 9k) and ύlίj-^Tj be a semi-universal family in F£y
(/ = 1,2, - - ,Λ). It is clear that u$'= ^jλ x Γj (Πjl t TV) -*• Π^'= ! Γ^ is a semi-universal
family in F^^Ej . Then we have
Lemma 6.2. uj = j% x Γ /Πf = t Γ,) -> Πj= j Γ7 w isomorphic to & -» Γ m FE.
Corollary 6.3. ^«j; u$'= !%Λ x Γ

(Πj'= t Γ^) -> Π^'= j Γ^ w embedded in % -> Γ

OS Off

Proof of Theorem 2. Let #" -* T be the formally seimi-universal family in Fx
obtained in Proposition 6.1. Let KaX be a strongly pseudo-convex compact
subset. First we suppose that Kr\E=E' :=\jkλ=lEjλ and set K=n™==lU(i) where
all C/(I>s are inverse images of Stein spaces in the Remmert quotient. We may
l
(i)
f
(i}
assume that p~ (U )nE=E (/=1,2, ). Let r be an exhaustion function on
(ί)
C/ having the properties (6.1)^(6.3) for some — oo < c(f < c(2° < -h oo respectively.
By Proposition 6.1, we have a family #"(ί)-» Γ(ί) which is formally semi-universal
in Fu(i) and is semi-universal in F^ for all εe[ — oo9cψ)u[c(2\ -hoo). Denote
(,f ' -»• r ) := (# x Γ (Πϊ'= ! ΓJv) -> Π$'= ! ΓJ. We will compare ^(ί) -> Γ(ί) with T -+ T.
For each /= 1,2, , choose c(20 < ε(I) < -h oo such that A^ c= Ω^?o. We may assume that
(0
(0
ΩίlΛM c cz Ωgί). By the semi-universality of #" -> Γ in Fβ<tt), there exists a
holomorphic map τ(ί) : T -> 7"(l) and an isomorphism between ^Γ(ί) x Γ(ί) Γ' -> Γ' and
T -»• Γ' in Fβί^j. Remark that this is also an isomorphism in FE.. By the
(i)
semi-universality of X' -» Γ' in jp£>, there exists a holomorphic map τ : T -» Γ'
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and an isomorphism between X® -> Γ(I) and X' x τ, T(i) -> Γ(0 in FE,. From the
effectiveness, τ and τ (l) are all isomorphic to each other. Hence we may assume that
all ^(0 -» Γ(0 are embedded in X' -> T as open parts.
Let &:%/-+$' be a family with Λ^cτu" 1 ^) (0eS") and a morphism

«ΊS - x'
I

Choose ί such that AΓc: Ω$} c c= τσ"1^). Then we have a

I be given.

s -> r
morphism

J,

J,

in /fojj . By the semi-universality of X^ -> T(i\ we have a

lifting I
I in jF/^. Therefore we have a lifting J,
| in Fκ. This implies
(ί)
5" -» Γ
'
S" -> Γ
that $Γ -> Γ is a versal element in Fκ.
Next, we suppose that KnE=φ. Then we may assume that p~l(U(i*) n £"=</>
(/=1,2, ) in the above argument. Choose an arbitrary point peK. Then by
the same argument as above with E' = {p}, we have that X -> T is a versal element
in Fκ.
Q.E.D.
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